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 Cultural variety is a behavioral characteristic of investors and evaluating the cultural influences 
in the area of financial management on the decisions of investors plays an important role. In 
fact, different behaviors and decisions are required in various cultures facing the prices, price 
fluctuations and important or non-important published news of portfolio. In this paper, a 
questionnaire was designed including 22 cultural items in three criteria of values, facilities and 
behavior in order to measure the cultural factors affecting investment in stock exchange. 
Experts’ comments were used on the design of items and quintet Likert spectrum was applied 
for the answers. Structural equation modeling, or multivariable analysis with latent variables, is 
a comprehensive statistical approach for testing the hypotheses about relationships between 
observed and latent variables. Such analyzes have been done by LISREL software and the 
results showed that there was a significant relationship between investment and its triple factors 
and also between the items and triple factors affecting on investment.               
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1. Introduction 
 

Unlike the common paradigm in modern financial theory, which states that the decision makers have 
a completely rational behavior and pursue the maximization of their properties, the studies in the area 
of financial behavior indicate that human decision making is not a perfectly rational process and 
based on all information. However, decision maker applies mental shortcuts in this process, which 
may result in non-optimal decisions. According to the lack of evaluation of some factors such as 
cultural variety in financial decisions, the position of such factors is not recognized in decisions of the 
investors.  
Special cultural characteristics of the investors and also their un-awareness of “behavioral financial” 
traps and capital market and its processes have led the capital market of the country. This is counted 
as the heart of country’ economy to face the lack of dynamism and investors would make mistakes 
according to the lack of recognition of these factors in making investment decisions. Such mistake 
will force them to exit from capital market, which could jeopardize the whole economy.  
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On the other hand, existing cultural differences among the investors, which can be derived from 
various factors, lead the occurrence of special behaviors, which are very important either in control or 
executive system. According to the importance of recognizing cultural factors in making decisions on 
investment, in this research, 22 cultural items and 3 important factors affecting on the decisions of 
investors in stock exchange will be evaluated. 
 
2. Conceptual framework of the research 
 
Evaluating the culture of investment as the main subject of this research requires representing some 
definitions of culture. Studying the ideas of some researchers lead to a common definition, which 
states that culture is a set of common customs, habits, ethics, religion, believes norms, knowledge, 
actions and reactions of a nation in facing happenings, phenomena, innovations or other social affairs. 
Regarding the culture of investment, we can say that the position of a phenomenon would not be 
definite until the cultural contexts exist for its implementation. In other words, the culture of 
investment is built based on the cultural contexts and dimensions. According to the researchers, 
different cultural dimensions are as following: 
 
Value System Governing People: General study of the values is known as axiology. In fact, axiology 
is a reply to three main questions including: whether the values are subjective or objective, whether 
they are dynamic or constant, and if there is a hierarchy of the values (Robbins & Judge, 2010). 
Parsons believes that value is the element of a symbolic system and contains a criterion for measuring 
the standard in proportionate to the situations (Farhangi, 2008).  
 
Believe in Obligation or Authority: This ides is, in fact, equal to “locus of control”, which has been 
mentioned in the subjects of organizational behavior and refers to the realization of human being of 
his ability to control the environmental conditions (Ttrotter, 1987). Hence, people have internal locus 
of control (believe in authority) or external locus of control (believe in obligation) (Schultz & 
Schultz, 2008). In fact, introvert people are talented, hard worker and competent; and extrovert 
people are non-activist, unstable and passive (Singh, 2010).  
 
Optimism or Pessimism: According to the researchers of culture, people are located on two sides of 
optimism and pessimism as a spectrum. Optimists expect the affairs get done based on their desires 
and have a positive view of life. On the other side, pessimists insist in their feelings or escape from 
the problem through envisions (Peterson et al., 1981).  
 
Consumption Pattern (Habit of Saving in People): Habit of saving depends on the interest rate and 
the rate of risk taking in people. Since in an economy we can gradate all properties based on the 
measure of their risk, it can be said that deposit is a function of turnover rate of different properties 
and there is a risk for each one (MirAkhor & Khan, 1996). 
 
Risk Avoidance or Risk loving: People are classified into three groups of risk-taker, risk-avoider and 
neutral (Froyen, 2008). Risk lovers are more sensitive to turnover than to the loss; in the other words, 
the happiness derived from increase in one unit of turnover is more than the sadness of one unit of 
loss (Pompion, 2002). Risk avoiders associate with changes in condition to undergo the minimum 
loss. This phenomenon would help the explanation of the tendency of the investors to keep the stock, 
which has faced the loss, and also rapid sale of the stock which has owned income (Raee & Talangi, 
2004). For the neutral people, happiness and sadness is the same. 
 
Mental Accounting: Mental framework is a part of expectation theory. People with mental accounting 
are characteristically located in group B. They are very patient, precise and long term oriented 
(Rezaeian, 2008). They are less risk taker and more look for the stock with stronger support; and also 
they behave slower than group A (Shahabi, 2006).  
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Herding behavior: Acting similar to the congregation or herding behavior is a form of practice 
creation in which individuals adjust themselves with the decisions of majority of people by following 
them. In such behavior, in which the personality of people has usually less rationality, is known as 
low self-confidence, low power of risk taking, too much reliance on market, high flexibility, owning 
high emotions, the spirit of feminism and lack of tolerating uncertainty. 
 
Over Confidence: Over confidence makes individuals feel themselves higher than the market and 
believe that they have the information which most people do not have. In fact, such people avoid 
listening a lot and do not have a wide range of information. They categorize a part of the stock as the 
growing stock, while ignoring the probability that there are a few companies that grow (Karrabi, 
2009).  
 
Need for Achievement: Culture can be classified into two dimensions of avoider and success seeker. 
In the culture of success seeker, people are active and they look for changes and adjust (Moshabbaki, 
1998).  In such culture, people pursue achieving success and they are normally located in the phase of 
self-actualization. In fact, need for achievement leads to more risk taking by the individuals who seek 
for higher outcome (Rezaeian, 2008). 
 
Interpretation and Perception of Change: This characteristic, which indicates the realization of an 
individual of the nature of change and development, means that the rate of resistance to change and  
accepting it may change based on imagination (Taghavi, 2008).  
 
The Sense of Security: The range in which an individual feels secure in the dimensions of legal, 
economic etc. affects on his behavior. The more someone feels secure, the higher the rate of 
investment will be; and the less the security, the more cautious and unstable he/she would behave 
(Karrabi, 2009).  
 
Being Credulous or Incredulous: People are characteristically divided into two classes of credulous 
and incredulous. Incredulous people are distrustful, with negative mindset (Vaezi, et al., 2008: 11). In 
contrast, credulous people have healthy and positive mindset about other people and environment. 
These two groups behave differently in purchasing the stock (Shahabi, 2006).  
 
The Rate of IT Development in Investment: Development of IT is effective on the behavior of 
investors in business. According to Hatch, physical structure is an important cultural factor, whose 
kind determines the creation of behavioral model of individuals (Hatch &  Cunliffe, 2006). 
 
The Rate of Awareness in Stock Exchange Mechanisms: Information architect is one of the issues, 
which affect the behavior of investors in stock exchange. Information banks, websites related to the 
stock exchange mechanisms in order to information transparency, presenting updated information to 
the investors and generally the culture of information sharing which results in creation of social 
capital in the country and organizations, are some factors affecting the stock exchange (Fromlet, 
2001). 
  
Rate of Development: Infrastructural development and ease of accessing physical places related to 
stock exchange and its development, and lack of them on the other side, is another classification of 
culture that is related to developmental and non-developmental culture. In developmental culture, 
people can fast and easily access the areas of stock exchange (Karimi, 2001).  
 
Demographic Characteristics: The characteristics such as gender, age, educational level, rate of 
income and costs, field of study, kind of university, place of university, population of the area and 
city and so on affect the behavior of investors. Hofsted describes the culture of matriarchy and 
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patriarchy in his cultural classification, which confirms that demographic characteristics are culturally 
effective (Farhangi, 2008).  
 
Pragmatism: Handy (1996) divided the organizational cultures into four groups, one of which is task 
culture. In such culture, logic-orientation, pragmatism, job validity and problem solving are 
emphasized; and job and responsibility are valuable. Therefore, the behavior of people could be 
categorized into two classes of pragmatic and non-pragmatic, in which, the behavior of investors 
could be analyzed. 
  
Punctuality: People are divided into two groups of punctual and non-punctual. In punctuality culture, 
people go to work and exit on time and do care about it. Two kinds of behavior could be defined 
based on these cultures. Punctual people are highly planned and precise and respect the bureaucratic 
behavior (Kreitner & Kinicki, 2008). 
 
Being Active or Passive: Regarding social behavior, people could be divided into two groups of 
active and passive. Active people are risk taker, spontaneous, warm and kind, adventurer and own an 
independent entrepreneur personality. In contrast, passive people are dependent, risk avoider, 
follower and move with the wave. Such characteristics create two different behaviors of investors 
(Shahriari, 2007).  
 
Being Arithmetic: Mac Holland divided people into six characteristic - cultural groups, one of which 
is traditionalism and the other is the art that enables mentioning them. Traditionalists are efficient, 
pragmatic, inflexible, arranged and highly précised. They measure everything quantitatively and are 
less dependent on personal emotions. In stock exchange, these people buy and sell the stock with high 
arithmetic (Gholi Pour, 2008).  
 
Role Taking and Having Transitional Character: Cultures are categorized to four groups based on the 
environmental complexity, two of which are flexibility culture and process culture. In flexibility 
culture, there exists role taking and having transitional character in which people adjust themselves 
with different environmental changes, while in process culture, some characteristics of people include 
doing similar tasks, inflexibility and enjoying steady jobs (Daft, 2009). 
  
3. Methodology of Research 
 
Since the aim of this study is to identify the factors affecting the investment in stock exchange, it is a 
descriptive applied research based on Structural equation modeling. Structural equation modeling or 
multi-factor analysis with latent variables is a comprehensive statistical approach to examine the 
hypotheses about the relationships between observed and latent variables. In the research model, the 
indicators constituting the factors of investment in stock exchange were defined and their effect was 
determined. Questionnaire was selected as the main tool for data collection. A questionnaire was 
designed including 22 in order to measure the factors affecting investment in stock exchange. The 
ideas of experts and also the Likert spectrum were used in designing the items. 
 
3.1 Hypotheses and Variables of the Research 
 
There are three main hypotheses in this research as follows, 

a. There is a significant relationship between cultural values of investors and kind of investment. 
b. There is a significant relationship between personal behaviors of investors and kind of 

investment. 
c. There is a significant relationship between available facilities for the investors and kind of 

investment. 
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A sample including 30 questionnaires were pre-tested in order to check the reliability and was 
calculated as 0.86 using collected data and Chronbach’ alpha. This measure shows that the 
questionnaire is reliable. In order to test the validity of the questions (items), factorial validity method 
was used. Factorial validity is a sort of the construct validity, which is obtained through factor 
analysis. Factor analysis is a statistical technique that has many applications in the humanities. In 
fact, factor analysis is essential for the areas in which questionnaire and test exist and the variables 
are latent. Factor analysis is used with two approaches of exploratory and confirmatory. Since the tool 
of this study is researcher’s made, exploratory factor analysis was used for identifying the factors and 
formulating the model. Table 1 shows the measure of KMO (Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin) resulted from 
confirmatory factor analysis and also the significance number of Bartlett’s test. 
 
Table 1  
Measure of KMO 

KMO and Bartlett's Test 

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy. .649 

Bartlett's Test of Sphericity 

Approx. Chi-Square 596.443 

Df 231 

Sig. .000 
 

According to the significance number of Bartlett’s test (P<0.005), it could be resulted that the data 
have a suitable validity. Fig. 1 shows Screen plot, resulted from factor analysis indicates that after the 
third factor, the Screen plot finds a horizontal slope, which shows that the questions of the research 
indicate three principal components. 

 
Fig. 1. Screen plot, resulted from factor analysis indicates 

 
Therefore, the items of research are put in three main factors which are named “values”, “facilities” 
and “behavior” respectively (with 9, 4 and 9 items respectively) according to the related items. These 
items are, in fact, the three main identified factors affecting Khorasan Razavi investors of Stock 
Exchange. The population of research is 200. Random sampling method was used, as the sampling 
framework and involvement of behavioral variables for all members of population were specified. 
Variance was 0.15 in pre-test for a sample of 30 respondents. Based on sampling formula from 
limited population and e = 0.075 and α = 0.05, a sample of 61 respondents were selected and 75 
questionnaires were distributed with 80% rate of return. 
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4. Results 
 
Demographic evaluation of the sample indicates that 51.2% of the respondents are men, 2% have 
masters degree, 63% bachelors, 6% associate degree and others diploma and less. 18% of the 
respondents have been attendants, 43% have less than 10 years of job experience, 13% more than 20 
and 34% between 10 and 20. Age of 7% of respondents was less than 25, 81% between 25 and 45 and 
12% were more than 45. Fig. 2 shows the structural model of the research in standard position which 
was measured by Lisrel software. The structural model indicates that three factors of “values”, 
“facilities” and “behavior” affect on investment in Khorasan Razavi investors of Stock Exchange 
with measures of 0.81, 0.55 and 0.86 respectively. The measure of proportion indexes of this model 
are: X2 / df = 2 and RMSE = 0.076. Totally, in the model of structural equations, if the measure of 
RMSEA is less than 0.05, it would be a good model and if it is between 0.05 and 0.08, the model 
would be suitable. In this research, the model is in suitable condition regarding the measure of 
RMSEA. (Fig. 2). 
 

 

Fig. 2.  Measure of RMSEA Fig. 3. structural model of research
 

 
Fig. 3 shows the structural model of research in significance position, which indicates that all three 
so-called measures are significant in P<0.05. Fig. 4 shows the measurement model through 
combining three factors (or latent variables) with 22 items (or question: observed variables). As it is 
seen in this model 9 items belong to “values”, 4 items to “facilities” and 9 items to “behavior”. It is 
seen in measurement model that values are correlated with facilities and behavior with 0.47 and 0.7 
respectively and also there is a correlation between facilities and behavior with 0.44. 
 

Fig. 4. detailed structural model Fig. 5. total structural model 
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Total model of research in standard position, in which measurement model and structural model have 
been presented simultaneously designed in Fig. 5. Fig. 6 shows total model of research in significance 
position. As it is seen, the relation between investment and its triplet factors is significant. In addition, 
there is a significant relation between items and triplet factors affecting investment (P<0.05). Only 
the questions 3, 5 and 9 are somewhat far from significance (1.96), and belong to “behavior”. 
 

  
Fig. 6. Total model of research in significance position 

 
5. Conclusion 
 
In this study, a questionnaire was designed with 22 cultural items in three factors of values, facilities 
and behavior in order to measure the cultural factors affecting investment in stock exchange. The 
ideas of experts were used on the design of items and quintet Likert spectrum was applied for the 
answers. Structural equation modeling, or multivariable analysis with latent variables, is a 
comprehensive statistical approach for testing the hypotheses about relationships between observed 
and latent variables. The so-called analyzes were done by LISREL software and the results confirmed 
the hypotheses of the research. The results of the relations of cultural types, factors and decisions of 
the investors are as following: 
1) Three factors of values, facilities and behavior affect on investment in Khorasan Razavi investors 
of Stock Exchange with 0.86, 0.55 and 0.81, respectively.  
2) As it is seen in the model, 9 items belong to “values”, 4 items to “facilities” and 9 items to 
“behavior”. It is seen in measurement model that values are correlated with facilities and behavior 
with 0.47 and 0.7 respectively and also there is a correlation between facilities and behavior with 
0.44. 
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3) The relation between investment and its triplet factors is significant; and also there is a significant 
relation between items and triplet factors affecting investment (P<0.05). Only the questions 3, 5 and 9 
are somewhat far from significance (1.96), and belong to “behavior”. 
These results confirm that cultural differences of the investors are effective on their decisions in stock 
exchange. 
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